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If it’s legal, it must be okay, right?
12 March 2020
“Ask IIU” is a series of plain-speak newsletters where the IIU team answers questions from GCF
Staff. We pick up where we left off, answering a question asked during the SEAH Training earlier
this year.
If prostitution is legal in my country,
why then does the GCF care if I visit a
brothel?
We should probably ask ourselves if one were
to appear in a newspaper caught engaging in
said activity, would it reflect poorly on oneself
and the organisation?

staff and provide clarity or direction. If you are
not sure whether a particular scenario
constitutes an act of SEAH or if an activity is
permissible, please feel free to ask us.
Is the IIU operational and effective
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Remember, the IIU is happy to engage with

